
 

Automatic Multi-lane 4 Sides Sealing Liquid Packing Machine 
 

 
 
Applicable Scope: 
 
1) Be Suitable for all kinds of industries like food; medicine; cosmetic; industrial Products. 
2) The products can be packed like shampoo, edible oil, cream, emulsion, fruit juice, sauce, olive 
oil, tomato paste, chili paste etc liquid products. 
 
Full Character: 
 
1) Multi-lanes packing machine adopt advanced PLC and photoelectric control system. 
2) Be able to weight, bag-making, filling, sealing, cutting, lot number, cutting easy tearing notch etc. 
Automatically, it can be operated by one person only. 
3) To has color control system which can get the complete trade mark design (photo electricity 
control system). 
4) The machine fix stepper motor controller, its advantage is precise, needless to adjust other parts. 
5) Intelligent temperature control by temperature controller to make heat balance better. Use 
bilingual (Chinese and English) display screen control system and stainless steel (SS304) cabinet. 
6) Fine packaging performance, low noise, clear sealing texture and strong sealing performance. 
7) With electrical printer device (be able to code the date and a lot number on the sachet), it is 
optional, if need, it need paying. 



8) Don’t need to change new mode if you adjust the length of bag, only need to set the length you 
need on screen of the machine). 
9) Advantage: to operate simply; high accuracy; save electricity and fast speed. 
10) Automatic pipe can bring the liquid to pack from big store liquid automatically. 
11) For the quantity, it can be adjusted by operator's requests freely. 
12) Operation manual and warranty card will be delivered to the clients with machine. 
  
Technical Parameter:   
 

Bag size (Width) 25 - 60 mm  (Length) 30-140 mm 

Roll Film’s Width 480mm, 680mm, 880mm 

Film Material 
Laminated or composite film that can be heat sealed, like BOPP+CPP, 

PE+PET+Nylon, PE+PET+AL, non-woven fabric, paper-plastic film 

Bag Type 4 Sides Sealing 

Notches Flat notch/pattern bag-linking/zipper/straight bag-linking 

Voltage AC380V/50HZ 

Measuring range 1-30ml 

Control System Imported Original Taiwan Delta PLC Control System 

Measuring code Fluid Pump 

Machine material Stainless Steel 304(SS304) 

Air source 0.24 CBM / Min, 0.6Mpa 

Brand Xuguang 

 


